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Introduction 
Let g be a finite-dimensional complex simple Lie algebra. Given a Chevalley basis 
and hence a Z-form of g, we may define a Lie algebra g(k) over any commutative 
ring k. For k a field, R. Steinberg [12] gave a presentation by generators and rela- 
tions of g(k) and proved that g(k) is in general simply-connected, which means that 
it is isomorphic to its universal central extension (or covering). The case of k an ar- 
bitrary commutative ring was investigated later in van der Kallen’s thesis [6]. 
Here, beside the commutative ring k, we fix a commutative k-algebra A. We then 
consider g(A) as a Lie algebra not over A, but over the ground ring k. In the 
category of Lie algebras over k, there is no longer any reason for g(A) to be sirnply- 
connected. Actually, the ‘Schur multiplier’ of g(A) is a k-module which we prove 
to be isomorphic to Q’ / A/k d/l, the module of Kahler differentials of A over k 
modulo exact forms. From this fact, we derive 
(i) a presentation by generators and relations of the k-Lie algebra g(A) and of its 
universal central extension, 
(ii) homological computations for g(A) acting trivially on k and on itself by the 
adjoint representation, namely: 
&(0(A), k) e @,,&lA and HI (g(A), g(A)) z Q,: zk l 
Taking A to be the ring k[t, t- ‘1 of Ladrent polynomials, we recover Garland’s 
homological interpretation of the Kac- Moody algebra constructed from the affine 
Cartan matrix associated to g (see [S, @2-31). 
As an application to (ii), consider the infinitesimal analogue of the map induced 
in homology by BG ‘4 BG (G is a Lie group with Lie algebra g, GS denotes the 
same group with the discrete topology and B is the classifying space functor) which 
is of great interest o topologists and algebraic K-theorists (see [lo] or [ 13, $41). The 
corresponding infinitesimal map for any C-algebra A is the following 
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) is considered as a Lie al 2r the integers (resp. over C) in the left 
t) homology group. Clea ) is an isornurphis . Our results prove 
that ~(,4) is SpIit~surje~tive Edith kernel isomorphic to an infinite~dimensional Q- 
vector space. 
The present paper is divided in three sections. We begin in Section 1 with the case 
S& (rr> 5) for which we need not assume A commutative. As the universal central 
extension of ~~~(~~ hasalready been determined in [S], we have only to prove 
In Se~ti~n 2, we int~rpr~te he results of Se~ti~n 1 in 
of central extensions in the category of ~~~~(A~~rn~d~l~s. 
e deal in Sectiun 3 with the remaining types of finite-dirnensi~~nal complex sim- 
bras. The proofs extend those of [!I] and [8]; they re~u.ire minor restrict 
tions on k such as the invertibiIit~ of 2 and 3, depending on the type of 8, 
k is a commutative ring with unit, A is an assuciative ~~algebra with nnit~ P
ule (P can be A itsell& e denote by [A, PI the sub-~-module of P 
all elements ~~-~~ (~~~~~~P). We embed A and P into A@P 
ich is given the ~bv~~~s ~-algebra structure xtending the multiplication i A, the 
structure on P and such that P is a two-sided i eaI of square zero in A @Pm 
k-Lie algebra &(A) of aII M x AI matrices with ~ueffi~ients in A. (endowed 
with the usual Lie bracket) acts on the k-module M,(P) of n x n matrices with en- 
tries in P by: gem = Eg, m] =gm - mg where g E ~I*(~~ and m &Z&P) (think of the 
usuai adj~i~t representation of &(A @ P) and restrict it to ~~~(~~ and ~~(P))~ 
~~~~~) (resp* ~~(~~~ as the kernel of the trace map ~I~(~~ -+A/[A, Af (resp* 
-+ P&8, PI). Then ~I~(~~ acts on ~~(~~* If P=A, we recover the adj~int 
representation. 
ose of rhis section is to prove the f~~Ilowing 
is staten~ent, all horn& groups are taken in the category of Lie algebras, 
gebras over the ring k. prove Theorem 1. f as a consequence of [S, Cor- 
met. of the split surj~ctiv~ map ~I~(~ @P) -+ GJ 
tion map is clearly the ~~~(~~~rnodule M~(P~. As [ 
we see that the kernel of ~~~(~~ 
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Applying the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence to the latter split extension, one 
gt:ts the following exact sequence: 
H,(M,#% 0 5 H,(dl,(A 0 P), k)/H,(&A, k) 
---+H,(el,A, M;(P))--& 
Thus one of the groups we are looking for appears as the quotient of a group we 
identify by [S, Corollary 1.91 with a group of Connes cyclic homology (for a defini- 
tifon see [8, $1 I). 
We first prove i result on cyclic homology. To state it we need the Hochschild 
homology group H,(A, P) (see e.g. [7, $21) and the k-module AiP defined as the 
quotient of P&P by the submodule generated by the elements ap@q -p@qa and 
p@q+q@p (aEA; p,q~P) (see [7, 3.31). Notice that in case P=A is com- 
mutative, A @P is the algebra A[&] with E’ - 0, H,(A, A) is isomorphic to the 
Kahler differentials a;,, of A over k, HC2(A) zQ,!&dA and /i$l=A/2A. Using 
notations from [8], we have 
Proposition 1.2. (a) For Connes cyclic homology group HC,(A BP), we have 
folio wing decomposition 
HC2(A@P)zHC2(A)@H,(A, P)@/f;P. 
(b) The corresponding decomposition when A is commutative, is: 
Proof. According to [8, 1.1 and 2.61, HC,(A@ P)/HC2(A) = HC?(A BP, P) is the 
kernel of a map d: X -+ P where X is (A @P)@ P + P@ (A @P) modulo certain rela- 
tions and d(x@y) = x_y -yx. Given p, q E P and a E A, we have in X: 
POCf ==: - 4OP, 
ap@?q + qG@p = a@pq = 0 since P2 = 0. 
Consequently, pl\q w p@q defines a map cr:AiP-+ X, the image of which lies in 
HCz(A@P, P) because d@@q) =pq - qp = 0 (P2 = 0). Qn the other hand, sending, 
p@q onto pI\q and a@p onto 0 defines a homomorphism p: HCz(A@P, P)--+ 
$P. Clearly, p 0 a is the identity map. Therefore x,i P is a direct summand of 
HCz(A@P, P) and we are left with determining Coker(,a). One sees immediately 
that this cokernel is the k-module generated by all elements a@p and p@a 
(a E A, p E P) and relations: 
p@a+a@p=O and pb@c+cp@b=p@bc 
(p E P;a, b, c E A). Putting the elements of A 011 the left hand side of the tensor pro-, 
duct and the elements of P on the right side, we get following re!ations: 
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c@pb- bc@p+ b@cp=O. 
Thus one sees that X/Im(ar) is A&P modulo the Hochschild boundary a. The 
following commutative diagram 
iriP = /iiP 
1 1 
d 
0-+HC2(A@P, P)- X -p 
1 1 
0 -H1(A,P)-+A~kP/Im&---+P 
ends the proof of part (a). 
To prove (b), identify HC2(A) with Q,!&dA (resp. H,(A, AE) with CI& resp. 
Ai with A/2A &de) by a@b - bda (resp. a@be w ebda, resp. a@be c+ 
abed&). El 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We first finish the computation of H,(&(A), M;(P)). 
Under the hypotheses of 1.1, there is an isomorphism between H#G,(A @ 
P), k)/Hl(i&(A), k) and HCz(A@P, P) induced by ~AII c* C i,j VIo@nji (8, $11. 
Let us determine the image i(H#4A(P), k)) under this isomorphism. The kernel 
A#;( P) of the extension being an abelian Lie algebra, H,(Mi(P), k) is the same as 
&t~(P). Clearly for nz 2, the image of i in HCI(A@P, P) is the k-module 
generated by p@q (p, q E P), namely the summand &P. One concludes with Pro- 
position 1.2. 
This shows also that, on the level of the standard complexes, the map from 
HI (@l,,(A), Mi( P)) to H,(A, P) is induced by 
hence, it factors through H&$,(A), M,(P)) and, as it is an isomorphism, the map 
Hr (d,(A), Mi( P)) -+ HI (&(A), M,(P)) is injective. The latter is also surjective, for 
it appears in a homology long exact sequence where the next term is 
H,{&(A), k)@,P/[A, P] = 0 (n 13). 0 
2. rstrai extensions of g-modules 
In this section wc sketch a theory of central extensions in the category of Lie 
algebra modules, analogous to the corresponding theory existing for groups ([9] and 
[Z Z]), for group modules ([4] and [7]) and for Lie algebras ([5] and [ 121). We then 
eve that the 61,(A)-module A4A(P) of Section 1 possesses a universal central ex- 
ernel of which is the homology group computed in Section 1 and which 
eans of a cocycle. 
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Fix a Lie algebra g over the commutative ring k. Let M be a g-module. A Q- 
extension of M is a surjective homomorphism o: V-+ M of a-modules; it is called 
central if g acts trivially on the kernel, i.e. g* Ker(o) = { 0} . A central g-extension u: 
U-, M is universal if, for any central g-extension o: V-+ M, there exists a unique 
homomorphism W: U --) V of g-modules uch that DOW = u. The connection between 
these notions and the homology of the Lie algebra g with coefficients in M, is given 
by the following 
Theorem 2.1. A g-module M admits a universal central g-extension if and on/y if 
the homology group H&g, M) = M/gM vanishes. A central g-extension u: U -+ M is 
universal if Ho& U) vanishes and every central g-extension of U splits. In this case, 
the kernel of u is isomorphic to HI (9, M); hence for U universal central, we have 
Ho(g, I/‘) = HI (8, W = 0. 
Proof. Proceed exactly as in [4, (l.l)-(1.6)]. El 
It is trivial to check that for n 1: 3, H&$(A), M;(P)) vanishes. Therefore M;(P) 
has a universal central &(A)-extension we want to describe for n ~5. According to 
[8] and to Section 1 of the present paper, one can define the following commutative 
diagram in which all lines and rows are exact (nz 3) 
0 0 0 
1 1 1 
0-Hl(A, P)OR~P--,HC2(AO~)~~~2(~)--t~ 
1 1 1 
0 -et,(A@P, P) --+ &(A@P)----+ St,(A) - 0 
1 1 1 
O-M;(P)- &(A OP) -$(A) -- 0 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 
Recall from [8] that &,(A) is the universal central extension of &(A) in the 
category of Lie algebras over k when n z 5. 
Define 
un = $,(A W, P)/[%,(A BP, P), &,,(A@ P, P)]. 
Lemma 2.2. Let n 2 5. Then U,, is a &,(A)-module for which the homology grordps 
Hi($t,(A), U,,) vanish, i = 0 and 1. 
roof. Consider the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence of the middle row in the 
diagram and notice that Un is H,(&,(A@ P, P), k) and that Hi(gt,(A), k) = 0 for 
i= 1 and 2. Cl 
~~~sequ~n~ly, the kernel of +&(A @P, P) -+ Un is A;B, which vanishes, for in- 
=A is ~vdivis~~le. divis~~~~~ty cur, 
ion of Wn under the ~yput~~s~s that A@P is cum- 
[A, A] = [A, i”] = 0, Under this assumption, it has 
] ~r~mark ~reced~~~ r~~~siti~n X .18) that the central extension 
to this s~~t~~~~ iet us point out t 
t~~s~u~ ~~ is ~s~rn~r~hi~ to 
St,@& P) ~st~d~~d in 171) which is the universal central 
(the intoners), the 
e a 
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[X&h X- .(@I = H&h 
W&O, X#Ol = P(H,)Xl,(ab), 
Ka(d, Xp(b)l =0 if a+p$RU{O}, 
w&o, x,@N =N,pdYa+B(ab) if a,p,a+PeR, 
where Nap are well-defined (up to sign) non-zero integers depending only on R([ l] 
and [3]). 
Thus, if 2 is invertible in A or if the rank of g is big enough, the k-Lie algebra 
g(A) is perfect and, hence, has a universal central extension which we want to deter- 
mine. Proceeding as in [8] and in Section 1 of this paper, we shall compute the 
homology groups H2(g(A), k) and H,(g(A), g(A)) of g(A) acting trivially on k and 
on itself by the adjoint representation. 
The method of proof used here compells us to invert certain integers such as 2 
and the structural constants Nap. Let us recall some facts about the latter. 
Given a reduced irreducible root system R, one knows (see [l, Chap. VI]) that 
lNaal takes all integral values between 1 and some integer CR. 
In systems of type A,, D,, E6, E,, Es, all roots have same length (by convention 
we shall call them all long roots) and CR = 1. 
For the remaining types, (a, (X)QER takes two values, so we may speak of long 
and short roots. If a is a long root and p a short one, then one has 
(a, a) 3 if R is of type GZ, 
CR=(P,= 2 otherwise. 
We define the following subring of the rationals: 
if g is of type A, (n r4), 
Z,= if g is of type AZ or Gz, 
Definition 3.1. Denote by h(A) the k-Lie algebra generated by elements 
u,(a), h,(b, c) for all a, BE R, a, b, c E A and relations 
(Rl) u&a +pb) = Au,(a) +,uu,(b) for a, b E A, 1, p E k, 
(R2) [u,,(a), u - .(@I = h,h b), 
(R3) [&,(a, b), u,,(c)] = 2m,,(abc) where G = -t 1 9 
W) 
(R5) 
[u,,(a),ug(b)l=O if a+P$ RU(O}, 
[u,,(a), up@01 = Nap, +&a@ if a, P, a -+ p E R. 
One sees immediately that qu,(a) = X,(a) and tphp(b, c) = f$(bc) defines a Lie 
algebra homomorphism from Q(A) onto g(A). L,et p(A) be the kernel of 4p. Looking 
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at the proofs of Lemma 1.11 and Proposition 1.12 of [S], we get 
Proposition 3.2. The extension g(A) is central over g(A) and the kernel p(A) is con- 
tained in the sub-k-module generated by the elements h,(b, c). 
The following statement is the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.3. With above notations and under the additional assumption t&at A is 
a H,-module, 
(i) g(A) is (the universal central extension 
over k. 
(ii) p(A) is isomorphic to the k-module 
module ‘he exact forms. 
of g(A) in the category of Lie algebras 
@,JdA of differentials of A over k 
(iii) Tile extension is given by the 2-cocycle 
where a is any long root. 
CoroClary 3,4. Under the hypotheses of 3.3, g(A) is isomorphic to the Lie algebra 
over k generated by elements XJa), HP(b) for all cy, p E R, a, b E A and relations 
61) XJla +pb) = AX,(a) +- pX,(b) for A, p E k, 
62) IX,(a), X- ,(b)l = H,h@, 
(S3) [H,(a), X,,(b)] = 2&X,,(ab) where E = + 1, 
(S4) IX,(d,Xp(bJl=O ifa+~~RU(O}, 
w S&W, X,(W = Nap& + ,#Q) if a, P, a + P E R, 
66) W&O, H,VOl = 0. 
Corollary 3.5. Suppose in addition to the previous assumptions that A is a free k- 
module. Then 
Hz(g(A), k) 2 Qi&dA and H, (g(A), g(A)) = Q&k. 
emarks 3.6. (i) Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 extend Theorem 6.1 of [ 121. See 
@, $31 for a detailed treatment in case A = k. Corollary 3.5 has been proved in [2] 
in the special case k=Z and g(A) = eo(3, IR). 
(ii) Case A, (n 2 4) has been completed in [8] for A non-necessarily commutative, 
so we do no longer worry about this case. 
3.3. It is well known that if a is any long root, 
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( , )1(X,, X_.,) is a symmetric bilinear form on g& with values in 22 (see e.g. [ 11, 
1.4.81 where its discriminant is computed). The function f: y(A) x g(A) -+ d~,&LA 
given by the formula of 3.3 (iii) is therefore well-defined. Invariance of the Killing 
form implies that f is a 2-cocycle; hence, one can construct a central extension g’(A) 
of a(A) in the following way. As a k-module, 
g’(A) = Qj&dA @g(A); 
the Lie bracket is given by 
[(,c!.l, x), (w’, x’)] = cf(x, x’), [x, x’]) 
(w, w’ E Q&)4( /dA; X, X’ E Q(A)). We write XL(a) for (0, XJa)) E g’(A) and Hi(a) for 
[Xi(l)? xl_.OOl. 
Lemmfr 3.8. The central extension g’(A) is universal. 
This lemma is proved by the same method and the same formulas as (2.3)-(2.11) 
and (2.19)-(2.35) in 151. Garland’s elements uE, (resp. uH,) in [5] are our X&u) 
(resp. M,(u)). By following Garland’s proof, one sees that the structural constants 
Naa and 2 have to be invertible; moreover, in order to prove the formula cor- 
responding to [5, (2.29)], one has to answer positively the following question: given 
any two linearly independent roots a a?d j3, is there an element H in the lattice bs 
generated by all Ea, such that (cu +/?)(H) is invertible in Z,? Suppose 
(a, a) 5 (p, j3); then Ia( s 1 and 15 (a +p)(Ha) 5 3. Since we already inverted 2, 
the answer is yes anless (a +P)(Qz) = 3i. The latter means that a + p is a degenerate 
sum with respect o 3 in the sense of [6, $21 where it is proved that this situation 
occurs in and only in cases A2 and G,; now 3 is invertible in these two cases. Final- 
ly, [5, (2.35)] can be reformulated in our notations as: 
where a! is any long root. Formulas (2.12) in [5] then prove that there is a unique 
map from Q,!&dA, sending adb onto {a, b}, under which T is the image of the 
2-cocycle f up to a power of 2 and a sign. Cl 
Since g’(A) is universal, there exists a unique map Q : g’(A) -+ B(A) over g(A). By 
the central trick (cf [6, Lemma I .2]), one sees that 2 sends 
and 
H;(a) = [Xi(l), X!_,(a)] onto [u,,(l), II -,(a)1 = h,U, 0) 
Xi(a) = j-[Hi( I), X&a)] onto +[&(I, I), L/&)1 = 21,(a). 
We also have 
Lemma 3.9. The relations (RI)-(R5) in 3.1 are satisfied when one replaces u,(a) b? 
XL(a). Thus we have a homomorphism u from ij(A) into g’(A) with CPA,(~) = Xi(a). 
Proof. (Rl) is trivial, (R4) and (R5) are (2.9) and (2.29) in [S]. Let us check (R3): 
following (5, (2.8)], we have 
[A’,$), X'_,(b)] = Hi(ab) + z, 
where z belongs to the centre of Q’(A). Consequently, 
W;(a), xl .@)I, &WI = W,&b), X;a(c)l (&= It 1) 
- 2eXiJabc) by [5, (2.7)]. Cl 
We end the proof of Theorem 3.3 by showing that Q and 0 are inverse maps. 
*Clearly, pa is the identity map of @(A). Therefore, Q induces an epimorphism from 
A,k MA onto p(A). 
Let us prove ithat e is injective. Firstly, if IX is a long root, one checks that in B’(A) 
[ k?;(a), Hi;(b)] = (adb (((‘2))) 0) 
a9 -a 
=(2adb, O)ELI&/~A@{O}. 
NOW take m r= C:5E aidbi in G?,!&dA. Then, 
= i I.ha(l, ai), ha(l, bi)]. 
i--l 
Thus, 
20~(4tl, 0) =: i [Hi(ai), Hi(bi)] = 2(~, 0), 
I= 1 
which proves the injectivity of e. Cl 
3.10. Proof of Corollary 3.4. It is straightforward once one notices that p(A) is 
generated by e(2db, 0) = [ha( 19a), h&l, b)] and that h,(a, b) = ha( 1 y ab) modulo 
u(A). 11 
rmf of Corallary 3.5. One knows that H2(g(A), k) is isomorphic to the 
ernel of the universal central extension; therefore it is isomorphic to G?~,,,&lA. 
For the second isomorphism, we proceed as in Section I by looking at the spectral 
uence of the extension 
0 --) g(h) -+ fi(A I&]) --) g(A) + 0 (&* = 0). 
ave to find the image of f(g(Ae), g(Ae)) in Q!,[El/k/dA[~]. We have 
(x9 Y) QE, y@ b&) - -- 
(Xa, x_ @) aed(beh 
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Now, since E 2 = 0, aed = ae2db + +abd(&‘) = 0. This shows that the image 
vanishes and therefore, H,(g(A), g(A)) is the cokernel of’ Q!&dA + Q&&L4 [&I. 
Since 2 is invertible in A, this cokernel is Qi,k as a special case of Proposition 1.2 
(A =P and &A =/l/24. Cl 
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